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1 GROMPONE ADELE Endogeneità della cultura: il ruolo dei divari territoriali 

2 LUCARONI GIORGIO Contiguità e Frattura. Soggetti ed enti nel sistema previdenziale e assicurativo del ventennio fascista. 

3 BIASILLO ROBERTA Socio ecologie coloniali fasciste. I piani di sviluppo agricolo e demografico in Libia dal 1922 al 1943 
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SCHOLARS “B”: TITOLO DEL PROGETTO 

1 CHECCHI DANIELE Origini socio economiche o ereditarietà genetica: un'indagine sui gemelli italiani 

2 PELLIZZARI MICHELE Pension Rules and Wage Schedules Within the firm 

3 LUCIFORA  CLAUDIO Collective Bargaining Representativeness and Wages 

4 WEBER ANDREA First job firms  and gendered career trajectories 

5 BRUNELLO GIORGIO The effects of changes in the time to retirement on Absence from Work before Retirement 

6 LEONARDI  MARCO A map of firm mortality and job loss between 2008 and 2018 

7 BASLANDZE SALOME Entrepreneurship, Income Distribution and the protection of labor 

8 CAPPELLARI LORENZO Is there life after politics? The long-run private returns of serving as mayor 

9 COLUSSI  TOMMASO The long run effect of government aid on local economic development 

10 DEVICIENTI 
FRANCESCO 
SERAFINO 
MICHELE 

The interaction between financial and labour market frictions: evidence from matched employer-employee data 



11 FAIA ESTER 
Wage Inequality and Sorting Automation versus globalization in a Structural analysis with matched employee - 
employer data 

12 MARTINO ENRICA MARIA Disability benefits and caregiver's labor supply: evidence from law 104/92 

13 ACABBI EDOARDO MARIA The macro-dynamics of matching, sorting and human capital accumulation along the life cycle  

14 GHINETTI 
PAOLO CARLO 
DOMENICO 

Sending school or sending abilities abilities? High school track, university field of study and labour market 
outcomes 

15 GIORCELLI MICHELA Child-Care and Female Labor Market Participation: Evidence from Fiscal Federalism in Italy 

16 HAVARI ENKELEJDA The impact of the 1991 immigration wave on native wages and local employment. Evidence from Italy 

17 MAZZAFERRO CARLO Misure di progressività del sistema pensionistico italiano 

18 ORSATTI GIANLUCA Job displacement, skills matching and earnings. Evidence from the 1987 italian nuclear power referendum 

19 RAITANO MICHELE Long run trends of top earners in Italy: distribution, composition and mobility 

20 SALVATICI LUCA Human capital, export capacity and the demand for labor. Evidence from Italian employer-employee data 

21 VANNUTELLI SILVIA The Impact Of Immigration on Local Labor Markets and Natives Outcomes 

22 FIORIO  CARLO VITTORIO The rise of Superstars firms, labor share and within firm inequality 

23 APARICIO FENOLL AINOA The impact of limited duration unconditional cash transfer on labor market outcomes 

24 CAVALLARI  LILIA Firm dynamics, employment, and the business cycle :evidence and theory 

25 LINDEBOOM  MAARTEN Labor market and maternal stress: the impact of firm-level job insecurity on pregnancy and infant health 
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26 SCRUTINIO VINCENZO L'effetto di una riduzione del "cuneo fiscale" sulle scelte occupazionali e le performance delle aziende 

27 MANELLO  ALESSANDRO Network agreements, job careers and female managers 

28 MINERVA 
GAETANO 

ALFREDO 
The impact of tourism on Italian local labor markets: an analysis based on Inps data  

29 DE ARCANGELIS GIUSEPPE  The effects of trade liberalization on wages and employment. The textile sector at the end of the MFA. 

30 LODIGIANI ELISABETTA Immigrants and natives economic performance in Italy: mobility, inequality and economic shocks 

31 SAGGIO RAFFAELE The welfare and distributional effects of domestic autsourcing:Evidence from Italian Administrative Data  

32 TEALDI CRISTINA The implications of labour market sorting for economic efficiency and wage dispersion across the regions of Italy 

33 NICODEMO CATIA Immigration Policies and occupational injury risk 

34 RODRIGUEZ MORA JOSE VICENTE The persistence of random events on the career of workers and the inheritance of career paths profiles 

35 GHISLANDI  SIMONE Inequality in lifespans among the over 50 in Italy:evidence from administrative data  

36 MURRO PIERLUIGI The role of ownership structure and bak-firm relations on firms' employment decisions during a crisis 

37 OREFICE  GIANLUCA Immigrants, diversity and the international competitiveness of italian local labor markets 

38 RAFEY WILLIAM MINOT Green jobs and the Conto Energia: Myth and reality 



39 ANELLI MASSIMO  The intergenerational transmission of educational and professional choices 

40 PARADISI MATTEO Chains of Opportunity Revisited 

41 RAYNAUD CECILIA  
L'invecchiamento della popolazione. Analisi della popolazione anziana e dei suoi sottogruppi : "il peso dei 
pensionati" 

42 BASSO GAETANO The effect of internship on university students labour market prospects 

43 DONATI DANTE 
(Un) Informed consumers and (un) observable product quality: the effect of on-line information shocks on labor 

market outcomes  

44 CINTOLESI  ANDREA The Effects of Occupational Licensing on Wages and Quality 

45 DE CASTRIS  MARUSCA 
Imprenditorialità, innovazione e capitale umano nelle startup italiane. Effetti della legge 221/2012 su 
occupazione e salari . 

46 MENNINI  
FRANCESCO 
SAVERIO 

Analisi multilivello della spesa sociale per l'invalidità 

47 ROSSO ANNA CECILIA The Italian diaspora: why Italian workers decide to emigrate and the effect on public finances 

48 BAVARO MICHELE The determinants and the persistence of working poverty in Italy 

49 VALLARANO NICOLO' Carreer decisions and hub firms 

50 TIROZZI ANNALISA  Lavoro atipico e stima del sommerso 

 


